Preface

Manufacturing complexity occurs in many ways and the handling of the same has become one of the most prominent foci in production/operation management domain in recent times and several theories, applications and models have been developed to identify, analyse and simplify the difficulty. Cellular manufacturing system design is one such application developed to amplify the efficiency and flexibility of a manufacturing system. The cell formation is one of the most important stages in designing cellular manufacturing systems whose primary objective is to generate machine cells to identify part families and allocate the part families to the machine cells so as to minimize intercellular movements of parts. It is a complex optimization problem.

This thesis proposes an artificial intelligence (AI) based, state-of-the-art visual clustering approach, to solve the cell formation problem both in binary and non-binary form in a cellular manufacturing system.

The present work tries to contribute to the reduction in inter and intra cell movement leading to reduced material handling cost and to guide the facility layout design since the relocation decision can be suitably taken based on rearrangement of facilities in multiple manufacturing cells. This proposed solution of manufacturing system may help an overall improvement in operational system characterized as efficient, cost effective, and competitive.
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